INTRODUCTION
============

The nature of memory, including its formation, expression, and maintenance processes, has received much attention in the neuroscience field. During past decades, molecular and cellular biology demonstrated that several encoded proteins and molecules have important roles in these processes. In addition, the mechanism of synaptic plasticity such as long-term potentiation (LTP) and its significance as a functional module of memory storage have been identified. Furthermore, it is widely demonstrated that each brain region or circuit has crucial function(s) in specific types of memory such as the hippocampus encoding contextual information and the amygdala encoding fear memory.

Along with these discoveries, many attempts to determine the physical substance of memory have been conducted. In 1949, Donald O. Hebb proposed that memory would be represented by sparsely distributed neuronal ensembles, which are co-activated during learning or experience, but not by all neurons in the whole brain or memory-related regions \[[@B1]\]. Based on these discerning hypothesis and other pioneers\' suggestions, it is broadly accepted that the memory engram, which is defined as the physical substrate of memory in the brain \[[@B2]\], is formed by learning, and reactivated by retrieval.

For investigating the memory engram, some defining characteristics are usually used rather than an exact definition of the engram. For instance, one of the commonly used defining characteristics is the necessity and sufficiency for memory expression \[[@B3][@B4]\]. Although \'encoding\' is the key point of the engram definition, this criterion is generally accepted because memory storage is not verifiable without memory expression. In addition, according to Semon, who introduced the term \'engram\' almost 100 years ago \[[@B5][@B6][@B7]\], four defining characteristics (persistence, ecphory, content, and dormancy) are also used to identify the engram \[[@B7]\]. Here, we will regard the neuronal population that is necessary and sufficient for memory expression as the engram.

If the engram were formed by learning, the activated neurons by learning would be recruited into the memory engram. Therefore, many researchers have focused on the neuronal population, which is activated by learning, to search for the engram. Recently, the firing pattern comparison between the populations of neurons marked by neuronal activation during learning and the populations of neurons that express immediate early genes (IEG) during retrieval revealed that neurons, which were activated by learning, showed relatively higher firing probability at memory retrieval \[[@B8][@B9]\]. In addition to these results, it was shown that neurons whose synaptic plasticity was changed by learning have higher firing rate during retrieval as seen in electrophysiological experiments \[[@B10]\]. These results have shown a possibility that neuronal ensembles, which were activated by learning, could be preferentially recruited into the memory-encoding population and eventually become the memory engram.

Meanwhile, more and more compelling evidence suggest that transcription factor cAMP responsive element binding protein (CREB) plays a significant role in governing which LA neurons will participate in a given memory trace \[[@B11]\]. CREB research first started from revealing that CREB overexpression in small portion (\~20%) of amygdala neurons could enhance fear memory \[[@B12]\]. The same group of researchers further developed the study by showing LA neurons with increased CREB levels are favorably recruited to involve in the memory trace. Sheena Josselyn and her colleagues brilliantly hypothesized that neurons overexpressing CREB at the time of learning shall win the \"competition\" to become part of the memory trace \[[@B13]\], and proved this right through biological imaging technique. In other words, neuronal population which contains relatively high level of CREB at the time of the learning also has been proposed as a candidate of the engram \[[@B12][@B13]\]. Indeed there are many other protein molecules that may be crucial for the memory allocation process. So far CREB is the most well studied and understood factor in governing the selection of neurons into the memory trace, but considering the complex and dynamic nature of memory formation and storage, it is unquestionable that there are many other unknown protein candidates to be resolved by future studies.

Although previous studies have tried to offer good evidence that neuronal population, which is activated by learning or which has increased CREB level, will be forming the engram, it is difficult to confirm whether these neuronal populations are the engram by showing their necessity and sufficiency for retrieval. Until recently, the necessity and sufficiency for memory encoding and expression could not be verifiable because of the limitations of the existing molecular biological and electrophysiological methods, which could not separate the important neurons from the residual neurons. However, the improvement and development of new techniques like optogenetics and transgenic mouse (BOX) accelerate solving these problems. Here, based on the engram defining characteristics (necessity and sufficiency for memory expression), we discuss the recent studies that have provided good evidence that both engram candidates (neuronal population that is activated by learning and that has high CREB level) satisfy the criteria for the engram. In addition, remaining questions in the engram research field are suggested in the discussion section.

Optogenetics
------------

Optogenetics is a neuronal activity controlling technique using ion channels/pumps derived from microbial opsin whose opening and closing are regulated by light. In 2005, Karl Deisseroth\'s group reported for the first time that the activity of hippocampal neurons expressing the channelrhodopsin, which is the blue lightgated non-specific cation channel, could be regulated by light with millisecond precision control \[[@B14]\].

Before the development of optogenetics, activity control (neuronal firing activation and silencing) of a neuronal population was conducted through non-specific lesion and/or electric stimulation, because targeting a specific neuronal population was impracticable. However, for engram research, a technique that could control neuronal activity of a specific population during a specific time point was clearly necessary because neurons comprising an engram are sparsely distributed.

This powerful technique has provided a way to control neuronal activity at precise temporal and spatial conditions as long as the channelrhodopsin is expressed in that specific neuronal population. Nowadays, archaerhodopsin (ArchT), which is widely used light-driven proton pump to inhibit neuronal activation, and other modified ion channels (e.g., halorhodopsin) are available to control neuronal activity \[[@B15]\]. With the advances in optogenetics, not only artificial synchronous firing and silencing but also asynchronous enhancement of excitability has become possible \[[@B16][@B17]\].

TetTag system
-------------

The gene expression control techniques have been developed to limit the gene expression to the neuronal populations of interest. In the engram research field, the combination between Tet expression system and immediate early gene (IEG) promoter is widely used to mark neurons that are activated at a specific time point \[[@B8][@B18]\]. In this technique, tetracycline transactivator (tTA), which is a key activator of doxycycline (DOX) mediated inducible gene expression system, is driven by the well-known IEG promoter, such as c-fos or Arc. In the presence of DOX in the diet, the transcription of the gene of interest is effectively suppressed by interrupting the binding of tTA to the tetracyclineresponsive element (TRE) site, although tTA has been expressed by neuronal activity. When DOX is cleared from the diet, tTA, driven by neuronal activity, is able to bind to the TRE site and activate transcription of the gene of interest without any hindrance. Therefore, the IEG promoter-controlled tTA expression functions as neuronal activity specific marker, and DOX control confers temporal specificity. Using this system, the populations of neurons that fire at a specific time point (e.g. at the time of learning) could be selectively tagged by channelrhodopsin or other controllable membrane proteins.

NEURONAL POPULATION THAT IS ACTIVATED BY LEARNIN G IS NECESSARY FOR MEMORY EXPRESSION
=====================================================================================

To examine the necessity of the neuronal population that is activated by learning, it should be checked whether the memory is lost when this population was inactivated ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The main difficulty of testing the necessity for storage or representation is the inhibition of the specific neuronal population without any perturbation of the other nearby neurons \[[@B19]\].

In 2014, two independent papers have shown that a hippocampal neuronal population that is activated by learning is necessary for the retrieval of stored memory \[[@B20][@B21]\]. To implement the limited expression of the ArchT only in the activated neurons during fear conditioning, adeno-associative virus (AAV) encoding doublefloxed inverted ArchT expressed in a Cre recombinase dependent manner was injected into the dorsal hippocampus CA1 region of the Fos-tTA/tetO-Cre/tetO-H2B-GFP mouse, which could express Cre recombinase specifically in recently activated neurons (BOX). These mice were conditioned to associate the context and electric shock in the OFF-DOX condition and 2 days later, memory was tested while the marked neurons were inactivated by ArchT and light control. The lower freezing level of the inhibition group demonstrated that the CA1 neuronal population that is activated by learning is required to elicit the conditioned fear responses ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B20]\]. Moreover, other research groups have revealed that the inhibition of the dentate gyrus and CA3 neuronal population that is activated by learning reduced the freezing level at retrieval 2 weeks after conditioning with similar methods \[[@B21]\]. Using the newly developed techniques, the necessity of the neuronal population that is activated by learning has been clearly verified at least in the hippocampal fear memory engram.

NEURONAL POPULATION THAT IS ACTIVATED BY LEARNIN G IS SUFFICIENT FOR MEMORY EXPRESSION
======================================================================================

To verify the sufficiency of the activated neurons during learning, it should be checked whether the memory could be retrieved successfully by the artificial activation of these neurons without any natural and environmental cue about the memory ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In 2012, by demonstrating that contextual fear memory could be retrieved only via optogenetic stimulation without natural conditioned stimulus, Tonegawa\'s group has reported that the artificial activation of the population of neurons, which was activated by contextual fear conditioning in the dentate gyrus, resulted in recall of the fear memory ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B18]\]. This pioneering experiment has clearly shown that the activation of a hippocampal neuronal population that is activated by learning is sufficient to elicit contextual information representation.

Consistent with this, the optogenetic activation of a neuronal population that is activated by learning in the retrosplenial cortex is also sufficient for contextual memory reactivation \[[@B22]\]. In this case, pharmacological inhibition of the hippocampus during the optogenetic activation of the retrosplenial cortex engram did not show any disturbance in recalling the fear memory. In addition, these two studies have revealed the context specificity of these neuronal populations \[[@B18][@B22]\]. This specificity could be a strong piece of evidence that a sparse neuronal population, which fires during learning, is capable of information-specific memory encoding and that the activation of these populations leads to the retrieval of a specific memory.

In addition to the results that the artificial activation of the neuronal population that is activated by learning could reactivate a memory, several memory engineering results have offered strong evidence for the sufficiency of the neuronal population, which is fired by learning, for memory expression. In most memory engineering studies, it is assumed that the artificial activation of the neuronal population, which is activated by learning, would represent the encoding information. \'Creating false memory\', \'emotional valence change\', and \'artificial association\' have been reported in memory engineering studies.

To create a false memory, electric shock was delivered in the \'fear context\', but during this conditioning process, the neuronal population, which was already activated and marked with ChR2 in a \'safe\' context, was artificially activated \[[@B23]\]. Because of this \"memory inception\" protocol, the fear emotion was associated with the \"safe\" context where electric shock was never delivered \[[@B23][@B24]\]. It changes the emotional valence already associated with the specific context. The subject male mouse was trained to prefer \'positive\' context where female mouse was involved, and to avoid \'negative\' context where electric shock was delivered \[[@B25]\]. After the \"memory induction\" protocol, which is the activation of the \'positive\' context encoding neuronal population during electric shock delivered in \'negative-context\' and vice versa, the \'positivecontext\' was not preferred and the \'negative-context\' was not avoided anymore. Moreover, it has been shown that the artificial association between the hippocampal contextual information considered to be encoded in the neuronal population which was activated by context habituation, and amygdala fear information considered to be encoded in the neuronal population which was activated by foot shock using optogenetic co-activation, generated a qualitatively new context-fear associative memory \[[@B26]\]. The evidence of memory representation by the artificial activation and memory manipulation studies described above strongly implies that a neuronal population, which is activated by learning, is sufficient for memory expression.

In summary, despite the limited region and memory task, definitive evidence revealed that a neuronal population, which is activated by learning, is necessary and sufficient for memory retrieval. Therefore, such a neuronal population, which is activated by learning, satisfies the criteria of the engram, and could be considered as the memory engram.

IMPORTANCE OF CREB/EXCITABILITY TO ALLOCATION
=============================================

CREB is a transcription factor activated by cAMP level, protein kinase A (PKA), and other signaling pathways \[[@B27]\]. The evidence from numerous researches has shown that CREB is important for long-term memory consolidation and neuronal excitability \[[@B28][@B29][@B30][@B31][@B32][@B33]\]. In 2007, Han et al. published a pioneering paper suggesting that neuronal competition and selection are the major mechanism for determining which amygdala neurons would be recruited into the conditioned fear memory trace \[[@B12]\]. When wildtype CREB vector is overexpressed in LA neurons, these neurons showed a higher probability of being recruited into the fear memory trace, demonstrated by higher percentage of *Arc* (molecular marker of recently active neuron) induction in CREB neurons compared to neighboring neurons. Research went further to find it is the function of CREB that is relevant to the memory process than the protein level itself. Han et al. used a dominant-negative form of CREB to confirm that LA neurons expressing nonfunctional CREB resulted in a lower probability of detecting *Arc* + nuclei.

More recently, it has been demonstrated that the neuronal excitability, which is regulated by CREB \[[@B30][@B32][@B33]\], is the actual factor for neuronal selection mechanism taking advantage of the new techniques, which can increase the neuronal excitability without manipulating the CREB level. The results that neurons with artificially increased excitability via voltage-dependent K+ channels or designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) hM3Dq showed a higher firing probability at retrieval have demonstrated the importance of neuronal excitability to the memory allocation process \[[@B34]\].

In addition to this result showing that a neuronal population having high CREB level/excitability at learning is likely to participate more in the memory retrieval process, the necessity and sufficiency of this high CREB/excitability neuronal population for memory expression have been verified using the up-to-date techniques (BOX). Recently, many attempts confirmed that the high CREB level/excitability neurons are going to be the memory engram especially in the amygdala, which is an important region for fear memory, by demonstrating the necessity and sufficiency of these populations of neurons for fear memory retrieval.

HIGH CREB/HIGH EXCITABILITY NEURONS ARE NECESSARY FOR MEMORY RETRIEVAL
======================================================================

The necessity of the high CREB level neuronal population for memory was reported for the first time in 2009 \[[@B35]\]. By injecting the CREB encoding herpes simplex virus (HSV) into the amygdala, several neurons (roughly 20%) gained high CREB levels. After fear conditioning, selective ablation of these neurons using inducible diphtheria toxin (DT) strategy lead to deficit of memory expression ([Fig. 2A, B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). DT strategy involves binding of the DT to DT receptor (DTR) to induce apoptosis. The transgenic mice used in this particular study express DTR in a Cre-recombinase-dependent manner, so when LA neurons are infected by CREB-Cre HSV virus, later injection of DT selectively ablates these CREB-overexpressing cells. This observed memory loss by cell death of the high CREB level neuron population suggests that these neurons are required to retrieve the memory, and the memory was allocated in the CREB overexpressed neurons. Similarly, another group has also shown that selective inactivation of CREB overexpressing neurons by AlstR/ligand system disrupts fear memory retrieval \[[@B36]\]. In addition, based on the wholecell recording experiments showing that CREB overexpressing neurons had increased neuronal excitability \[[@B36]\], it has been suggested that neurons, which have relatively higher excitability, are required for memory expression.

In addition to an amygdala dependent cued fear conditioning scheme, evidence shows memory allocation to high CREB/excitability neurons; hence, the necessity of such neurons for expression of a particular memory also applies to other brain regions and corresponding memory tasks. It has been revealed that LA neurons having high CREB level at the time of learning are necessary to activate the \"cocaine engram\" of a cocaine-cue association memory \[[@B37]\]. This study has shown that when the neurons overexpressing CREB were silenced before a memory test, mice no longer elicited cocaine-conditioned place preference behavior. Furthermore, neurons in the insular cortex with high CREB levels during taste aversion training were demonstrated to be essential for later performance of the conditioned taste aversion (CTA) task \[[@B38]\]. Here, researchers used the chemogenetic DREADD system of manipulating neuronal activity. The hM4Di form of DREADD is an engineered G-protein coupled receptor activated by inert drug-like molecule clozapine-N-oxide (CNO). CNO-activation of the receptor induces membrane hyperpolarization and neuronal silencing \[[@B39]\]. Using the hM4Di DREADD receptor to specifically inhibit the CREB-positive neurons, it was demonstrated that without the activity of these neurons, mice were unable to retrieve the CTA memory. These results imply that the relative level of CREB and/or neuronal excitability is more than essential for the expression of diverse types of memories in broad brain areas. Reports mentioned above have provided evidence supporting the requirement of neurons with relatively high CREB levels and, in turn, increased excitability at the time of memory formation for retrieval of that memory.

HIGH CREB/HIGH EXCITABILITY NEURONS ARE SUFFICIENT FOR MEMORY RETRIEVAL
=======================================================================

Studies have verified the sufficiency of high CREB/excitability neurons as well as their necessity. One study has confirmed this sufficiency by selectively activating CREB-overexpressing neurons using ectopic rat vanilloid receptor (TRPV1)/Capsaicin system ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B40]\]. LA neurons were infected with HSV that coexpresses CREB and TRPV1, which allowed the neurons with high CREB levels during auditory fear conditioning to be manipulated by capsaicin injection. Because of capsaicin microinjection into the LA after fear learning, the freezing level increased even without the actual conditioned stimulus. Furthermore, the capsaicin-recalled memory was not only rendered vulnerable to anisomycin, but was also strengthened with repeated reactivation. Induction of fear response and reconsolidation-like processes by TRPV1 activation are two convincing evidence for the sufficiency of high CREB neurons for memory expression ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

More recently, in line with the finding that CREB regulates excitability of neurons, research has been shifted to investigating the allocation of memory to neurons with higher excitability. One profound study has revealed the sufficiency of increased-excitability neurons in memory retrieval using various techniques to manipulate neuronal excitability \[[@B34]\]. Instead of modulating the CREB levels, voltage-dependent K+ channels, hM3Dq DREADD, and light-driven ChR2 opsin were used to decrease or increase neuronal excitability prior to training. When neurons of increased excitability immediately before conditioning were reactivated at a later time point, this acted as a sufficient retrieval cue such that animals showed the conditioned response even in the absence of the conditioned stimulus. These results have emphasized the importance of neuronal excitability over CREB level for sufficiency of memory expression.

In summary, a number of research clearly demonstrated that high CREB/excitability property of neurons during learning makes it a necessary and sufficient component in expressing an encoded memory. In other words and by our definition stated earlier, neurons that have high CREB level and/or increased excitability during learning could be considered to constitute the memory engram.

DISCUSSION
==========

Here, we discussed the evidence showing that two candidates (neuronal population that is activated by learning and that has high CREB level/excitability) are both qualified to be considered as the engram by showing the necessity and sufficiency of these populations for memory expression. However, there are some limitations in the current knowledge and certain questions remain to be resolved. In this part, remaining questions and future direction are discussed and suggested.

It has been demonstrated that the neuronal populations, which are inferred to be the engram, are necessary and sufficient for later retrieval of the memory. In addition, neuronal excitability is regulated by the CREB level and neuronal activation is easily influenced by neuronal excitability \[[@B16][@B17]\]. For this reason, it is possible that these two populations represent the same or at least largely overlapping neuronal population. However, most of the CREB/excitability-related studies were conducted by artificial modification of the CREB level or excitability conditions with CREB-encoding HSV or other techniques. Therefore, to determine whether these two engram candidates represent the same neuronal population, it should be confirmed whether the neuronal populations, which have endogenously high CREB/excitability at the time of learning, are indeed activated by learning procedures, and therefore, these endogenously selected neurons are necessary and sufficient for memory encoding and expression. Until this experiment and results are reported, it is hard to say is the real engram between these two candidates described above.

Additionally, there are some interesting questions to be resolved in the engram research field. Artificial activation of the neuronal population, which is activated by learning, using new techniques does not mimic the natural temporal firing pattern of these neurons. In fact, similar study using the DREADD system to activate the hippocampal engram instead of optogenetics has shown that electric shock might be associated with mixed contextual information (natural context and activated context) \[[@B41]\] unlike suggested by previous research. While optogenetics provides precise temporal control by light, DREADD system can activate or inhibit neuronal firing for relatively long periods by drug injection. This major discrepancy might highlight the difference between artificial memory recall results using optogenetics and the DREADD system \[[@B24]\].

In many studies described here, the memory engram was considered as the population of neurons which fire during learning. However, the memory engram could include the whole neuronal population and even non-neuronal components that encode the specific memory. Though most studies confined the engram to the sub-region of the hippocampus or amygdala, research that encompasses the whole-brain using connectomics technique to examine the undiscovered functions and characteristics of the engram according to the brain region should be conducted \[[@B42]\].

Despite the necessity and sufficiency of the neuronal population, which is activated by learning, the engram might be more specific because not all neurons, which are activated by learning, are reactivated by retrieval. In fact, only a small portion of neurons (\<10%) activated by learning are re-activated during retrieval \[[@B9][@B21]\]. Although the numerical value is significantly higher than random probability, low reactivation ratio implies that neurons activated by learning might include other non-engram neurons such as those related to the encoding process and/or to the various incoming stimuli \[[@B7]\]. Therefore, the real-engram could be more specifically representing neurons that are active during both learning and retrieval.

In addition, the results that the memory engram allocation is dependent on the activation and/or high CREB level/excitability during learning procedure, and that the CREB level and neuronal excitability could be increased after neuronal activation \[[@B43][@B44][@B45]\] suggests that there might be an engram-integrating phenomenon of temporally close or qualitatively related memories in the memory-encoding network. In other words, two engrams encoding temporally close events or similar objects might share more neurons in common than unrelated engrams because neurons, that have been active a moment ago or have been reactivated by a retrieval process have increased CREB level, excitability, and activation probability for memory formation or retrieval, respectively.

Research has started to reveal the identity of the memory engram. In the near future further analysis of the memory engram will not only lead to discovery of new therapies to alleviate psychiatric diseases associated with memory deficit, but also make artificial memory encoding and decoding possible.
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![Strategies and results for testing the necessity and sufficiency of the neuronal population, which is activated by learning. (A) Activated neurons during conditioning are marked by ArchT through gene expression control techniques. If this population is necessary for memory, the expression of fear memory associated with a context will be reduced by optogenetic silencing of this population. A reduced fear response by yellow light shows the necessity of the activation of this activated neuronal population for memory expression. (B) Activated neurons during conditioning are marked by ChR2 through gene expression control techniques. If this population is sufficient for memory, an artificial activation of this neuronal population will elicit a fear response in the neutral context. An induced fear response by blue light in neutral context shows the sufficiency of this activated neuronal population for memory expression.](en-25-55-g001){#F1}

![Strategies and results for testing the necessity and sufficiency of the neuronal population, which have high CREB level/excitability during learning. (A) If the neurons having a high CREB level and excitability are required to express the encoded memory, the expression of the fear memory associated with tone will be suppressed by induced cell death of these high CREB/excitability neurons. A reduced fear response after the targeted cell death of these high CREB neurons by inducible diphtheria-toxin strategy shows the necessity of the high CREB level neurons. (B) If the neurons having a high CREB level and excitability are sufficient to express the encoded memory, the activation of these neurons will be sufficient to elicit the fear response. An induced fear response using TRPV1/capsaicin system shows the sufficiency of the high CREB level neurons for the expression of fear memory.](en-25-55-g002){#F2}
